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About This Game

Welcome to the Fantasy ERA! Build the village by using the resources of the island, educate your warriors, conquering the
island, and victory against your rival!

You must use your resources and workers to gain victory. You will start the Fantasy ERA with a worker from a small tribe. You
will build the building by collecting resources. You will create an army. Your opponents can grow faster than you. Do not

neglect to develop defense against them!
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Title: Fantasy ERA
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Fatih KAYA
Publisher:
FKgames
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-3240, 3.40GHz or amd fx 8120, 3.1GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GeForce GTX 460, 1gb or AMD Radeon HD 7870, 1gb

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum system requirements tested.
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Game is entirely broken. Cant even get past the tutorial cause it sets your resources to minus numbers.. Bought it for 70 cents.
Never played it.
10\/10. Pretty crappy bare-bones TD game. You can either play 3 different maps with 10 waves and a boss or you can play
endless. Survival is just repetitive waves that when you die you start over and use the same gun and make the same upgrades,
because there arent different upgrades or different ways to play. The main problems are the bosses on the arenas. You can take
like 4-5 hits and you die with no way to regen health, but yet the first boss took around 5 min of unloading clips into him and he
still wasn't dead since you do a tiny amount of damage and they have wayy too much health. So after 5 min of whittling him
down i died bc he also spawns 10 units and the map is small and shoot 20 bullets at the same time the 20 units are flying around.
So whats that mean? I start over and again it just repeat the same thing. Poor boss making, which they made overpowered so you
would die and constantly repeat the stage so that it would take away from the fact theres 30 waves total between the 3 maps 3
boss fights and and endless mode, which is around 1 hr worth of boring repetitive material. Skip it 4/10.. Good game! Very
beautiful graphics!. It's hard to say whether I would recomend this game or not, It is a solid little rail shooter with excelent
design, graphics, sound, music, and controls, however I have to say buyer be warned as some of the character models are a little
less than PC. While the vast majority of white characters appear as rough and tough bad guys plucked straight from Clint
Eastwood and John Wayne films (with a few exceptions) every character of color (Native Americans, Mexicans, African
Americans, and Asians) are portrayed as somewhat racist caricatures. While this does not take away from the game's more than
solid gameplay it is the one blemish I can point out on an otherwise good game.. This game would be more enjoyable if the
controls were't such disaster it wouldn't make me search even for smallest flaws that the game ahs. Camera does what ever it
wants when atmosphere is creepy. Camera flips around when you move against walls or collide with something and I noticed
that mouse accelerates faster when you move it enough in certain direction and then suddenly slows down again when crosshair
leaves that area. Hard to explain but sometimes mouse just moves much faster and sometimes it moves slower.

Whose idea was it to make you move 70% slower backwards or left and right. The game just won't let you peek around corners
and as a PC player I'm not enjoying it that I can only use W+ mouse to move around. Moving slow backwards would make sense
but left and right too. I always hold A or D harder hoping that the characters would move to the sides faster.

The characters were also missing all the logic thinking. Why the guy is still in the hospital even though he had seen some
crazy♥♥♥♥♥♥ Why the other character is calling for her sister when she sees a woman that clearly isn't her sister and chases
her all around the hospital? They use telephone light in dark areas but won't call for help? Yes, they could call help any time.
They even get phone calls and do phone calls themselves but to the wrong people.

. A solid shoot'em up.
The game is fair and the upgrade system, while pretty barebones, is enjoyable.
Be warned, it's very short.

Recommended for a low price.
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This game is for men...who actually understand football and management...and that want their lives taken away forever. My
girlfriend hates you FOF7. The end. Haven't played looks good, review is good, pics looks alluring, description is perfect,
requirment is solid, and its on sale. Insta bought.. I bought this game about a year ago and had to request a refund the next day
after purchasing. I played for just over an hour with no issue. The next day when I launched the game, it would only open on my
secondary monitor and the mouse will only work if I had it on my primary monitor. If this is ever fixed, I may give it another
try.. This is one of the most addicting F2P games that I've played in a while! Not only that, but is also one of the few titles that I
can enjoy playing online.. Enjoyable management game, if the developers polish it more, it'll easily be very good.. This game is
a welcome change of pace to the life consuming AAAs or seizure-inducing indie platformers out there.

Even if you're not into poetry or walking simulators, you will enjoy yourself!

Great value for the price.

Update (1st content update): Great addition to the game. It's lovely to walk the woods. The quality-of-life changes and fixes
from launch until now are also really nice.

Update 2: There have been a lot of updates since my last update to this review. This is great. Now there is controller support and
yet again a new level, on top of bug fixes. It seems the trend nowadays is "release and forget". Not with this one!. Time limits
are back for all you true Gust fans :3
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